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Abstract
The City of Tucson is currently experiencing growing pains as urban revitalization converts empty
lots throughout Downtown Tucson into housing and retail. The increase in density results in a city with
more pedestrian amenities, however it also reduces the amount of available urban green space. As
the space for green amenities contract, the remaining landscape is converted into a commercially
available plant palette, however this development provides no reference to Tucson’s environmental
context.
Tucson is located within the Sonoran Desert, a semi-arid region that receives 12” of annual rainfall.
Limited water availability combined with extreme heat has created a unique ecosystem of diverse
plant and animal life adapted to difficult conditions. The urban environment creates additional
environmental constraints such as degraded soils, increased disturbance, and reduced light, which
lead many urban projects to select plant material solely based on urban constraints. As urban
development brings more residents into the urban core, the demand for urban parks will continue
to increase. Small urban parks are a valuable refuge for residents and wildlife alike, providing relief
from the urban environment. Urban parks provide important social spaces allowing the community to
gather and landscape elements that reflect the community to strengthen its identity. Public art enhances
the urban environment by illustrating the genus loci that bonds residents to the site and their community
while engaging new users.
To reflect the unique context of the Sonoran Desert, Tucson’s urban parks must educate the public
about the benefits of working in concert with Tucson’s natural environment. A series of art installations
will highlight the unique methods plants of the Sonoran Desert use to survive harsh desert conditions.
Installation art will promote understanding of arid-adapted plants while accompanying planting
displays will acclimatize the public to the aesthetics of desert landscapes. As the public becomes
aware of the benefits of climate-appropriate plants they will demand that these communities are
integrated into the urban landscape matrix to benefit the city and environment alike. Desert-adapted
plants provide native habitat, and give residents greater connection to their city and highlighting the
unique context of Tucson’s surroundings.
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Tucson’s environment is under threat, not from developers, from a lack of education about the unique ecology that has sustained
Tucson as one of the longest continually inhabited regions in the US (Nequette and Jeffery, 2002). Ecological education has been
replaced by corporate education, with young children learning to identify over 1,000 corporate logos, but few can identify more
than a handful of local plant species (Hawkin, 1993). Adults too, have a hard time identifying any plant in the urban landscape, let
alone the distinction between a native or non-native plant.

Introduction

As Downtown Tucson development grows, designs are focused on the creation of a new pedestrian district bringing entertainment
and new residents to the area. As the number of projects has grown, the resulting changes have created a cohesive visual style
representing the downtown district. However, as the need for more density grows, the areas dedicated to green space are being
reduced or eliminated altogether, creating newly bladed parcels for urban parks. The power to completely eliminate the existing
landscape of downtown is a dangerous tool because of the lack of guidance in plant selection and the challenges associated with
planting in urban areas. This provides an opportunity to create landscapes that reflect or ignore the natural context, based on a
developer’s decision. Therefore, Tucsonans must be educated about their ecological context, and the importance of plant selection
that have the ability to support a sustainable community.
Educational tools are necessary to teach the public about their environment and explain the environment’s role in improving the
quality of urban life. Installation art is one tool that has the ability to educate by incorporating unique structures into the landscape,
passing on knowledge outside of traditional education. The strength of installation art is expressed by its novelty within the landscape,
drawing users into the space and encouraging education through curiosity. Art installations can abstract their subject, conveying
messages that speak to the observer’s experience and welcoming a personal interpretation. The goal of this project is to create
installations that are obtuse enough to draw attention, but realistic enough to accurately convey the importance of arid adapted
plant selection and the benefits they provide to local ecology, economy, and community.
Development promoting Tucson’s environmental context has the ability to provide wildlife habitat while conserving water resources
and representing the natural surroundings within the city core. Art for Plant’s Sake will create educational art illustrating the benefits
of arid adapted plants to influence the public and gain support for a vision of arid-adapted plants throughout Tucson. Five art
installations will highlight arid survival strategies while acclimatizing the public to the aesthetics of desert plants. Art for Plant’s
Sake will provide examples illustrating the benefits of a climate-appropriate plant palette, encourage visitors to make informed
plant selections at home, and influence the choices made by the City of Tucson. Desert-adapted plants enhance the surrounding
environment they promote, and give the public a greater connection to their surroundings, creating a shared ownership of the city,
and ultimately a bond between Tucson residents.
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Research Question

Intent

Promote the use of arid-adapted plants using installation art
within the urban Tucson area.

How can installation art promote
botanical education to benefit arid communities?

Goal 01
Highlight adaptations unique to arid adapted plants

• Design five installation art pieces illustrating arid plant survival strategies
• Employ multi-sensory strategies to engage users
• Educate users about desert plant survival strategies

Goal 02
Enhance the ecological context of a small urban public space
• Create an urban plaza design
• Incorporate an arid adapted plant palette
• Enhance the site’s function as a pedestrian linkage

Goal 03
Expand the design impact beyond the site boundary
• Create a street treatment design to draw users into the site
• Create an installation to extend beyond the site boundary
• Educate users about arid plant benefits
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Process

The design process was integral to the completion of this project, but often brought up more questions
than solutions. Each step of the process contained multiple components with the ability to influence
both preceding and subsequent steps. This was not a linear process, but a series of feedback loops,
each adding to the overall knowledge of the project.

Research
Question

Review
Feedback

Final Plan

Literature
Review
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Case
Reviews

Site
Selection

Site
Inventory

Site
Analysis
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Literature
Review

This literature review summarizes the findings of three topics relevant to Art for Plant’s Sake including 1)
Ecological Art, 2) Small Urban Plazas, and 3) Arid Plant Adaptations. These topics were selected to
provide background and understanding of current research that could successfully address the goals
set out in the intent portion of the project and guide subsequent design decisions.

Ecological Art
Small Urban Plazas
Arid Plant Adaptations
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Literature Review
Ecological Art
How do we see what is all around us? The environment
we live in and the services it provides are largely
ignored, along with the health of surrounding biological
communities, fading into the background, and
disappearing in the noise of the enveloping symphony
of the urban context. Installation art provides a reprieve
for the monotony of routine, and seeks to enliven the
world around it. Installation art can move against
traditional landscape architecture which asks nothing
from its viewers, inviting them to “view the environment
as if it were a static representation which is which is
essentially ‘two dimensional.’ It requires the reduction of
the environment to a scene or view.” (Carlson, 2005).
However, ecological art within the landscape challenges
the observer to actively participate in their surroundings
through ‘attentive observation’ a practice which may be
derived from aesthetic appeal, but also promotes the
site’s visibility while subconsciously promoting ecological
advocacy (Ramos 2009). Installation art is an important
tool to be used with landscape architecture due to its
ability to claim space, the philosophical concepts it
can promote, and responses it can generate from the
individual and the public.
Ecological art in the landscape has the ability to
transform spaces from overlooked or underutilized
spaces into dramatic statements about the human
experience and environmental conditions. The 1995
installation by Gilles Clement in Parc Henri Matisse is an
example of ecological art that claimed part of a park
sited on a former industrial site. An inaccessible island
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was built within the park to become a reservoir for
plant species that can support the greater landscape.
(Clement 2017). By promoting the existence of nature
in the urban core, Clement brought the value of natural
systems into focus. “Clements project reveal tensions
between the aesthetic and scientific significance of socalled ‘waste spaces’ in contemporary cities and the
widening scope of utilitarian approaches to landscape
design.”(Gandy, 2013). By re-developing land into its
previous use, the public must reevaluate how they see
nature, landscape and modern cities. With increasing
interest in environmental justice, specifically spaces of
neglect (Janowitz, 1990; Brownlow, 2006) there has
become a new celebration of waste spaces in the urban
core. The work of artists seeks to cultivate an interest in
landscapes and the high-profile work further elevates
the dialogue beyond sustainability to how humans and
landscapes interact. A celebration of underused spaces
has come from “their apparent ability to offer alternative,
and more creative, ways of being in the city that those
provided by the sanitized pastorals of the urban park
and garden.”(Whitehead, 2009) During the ‘People of
Color Leadership Summit’ in 1991 Dana Alston stated
“For us, the issues of the environment do not stand
alone by themselves. They are not narrowly defined.
Our vision of the environment is woven into an overall
framework of social, racial, and economic justice...The
environment, for us, is where we live, where we work,
and where we play.” (Gottlieb, 1993). Installation art
has the potential to fill in the gaps where traditional
environmental justice strategies can fall short such as

the Black Country Urban Forest in the English West
Midlands, the largest urban woodland project in the UK.
Instances of plant screenings merely disguised existing
industrial ruination, and dense highway and railways
forestation left urban communities with landscapes that
were completely inaccessible. (Whitehead, 2009). The
value of a landscape not only social value, but political
value, with “...conceptions of nationhood constructed
by landscape painters and writers in other settler nations
such as Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, South Africa, New
Zealand and Australia in the aftermath of colonization.”
(White, 2007) In the United States of America, similar
unification occurs resulting from the landscape, with the
surrounding context serving as a unifying link connecting
citizens of diverse backgrounds and ancestry. “To speak
of the American landscape, therefore, is to refer not to
the physical environment alone but to the reciprocity
of land with cultural consciousness and social life.
(McHarg, 2007)
Beyond abstracting nature, the creation of site-specific
fusions between art and nature blurs the boundary
between nature and culture and exemplifies the
complexity of ecological metaphors in urban space
(Gandy, 2013). In this sense, it is the landscape
architect’s responsibility to create works of beauty that
can be recognized by experts and the public alike. The
word beauty leaves much to interpretation in the context
of landscape architecture, and aesthetic beauty must
be weighed equally against the ecological function of
a landscape. “Landscapes that are ecologically sound,

and that also evoke enjoyment and approval, are more
likely to be sustained by appropriate human care over
the long term. People will be less likely to redevelop,
pave, mine, or “improve” landscapes that they
recognize as attractive.” (Gobster, 1997). The expertise
of the landscape architect allows them to take liberties
in the creation of plant communities, relying on nature
for inspiration, but understanding the pressures urban
contexts place on species evolved to sustain minimal
disturbance. “...it is unrealistic to expect the plant species
native to a city’s location to thrive, or even survive,
in the urban context.” (Riano, 2012) The ecological
limitations of the urban context also provide artistic
opportunities for creativity in design and execution of
a landscape to create works that are sustainable while
mimicking natural ecological compositions. Natural
compositions rely on the context they are immersed
in and may be overlooked for more dramatic and
exotic installations which often rely on a greater input
of resources to survive. Contemporary painter, Alan
Gussow responding to appreciating all natural contexts
compared to the popular appreciation of dramatic
landscapes like those found in the National Park system,
calls for an expansion in the public’s sensibility and “the
cultivation of an ability to see beauty in more modest,
less aggressive settings,” (Gussow, 1995). The result of
promoting more natural spaces and space that relate
to the surrounding ecological context is a hybrid of the
urban and natural context. This evolution into a spectrum
of natural spaces changes the urban environment,
“... looking not at it but being in it, nature becomes
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Ecological Art
something quite different. It is transformed into a realm in
which we love as participants, not observers,” (Carlson,
2004). This is the goal of any installation, to envelope
its participants and generate an experience where the
landscape is no longer a flat image. Breaking away
from the Romanticism of the eighteenth century European
movement, to gain an understanding of what it means to
live within landscapes.”Landscape architecture- insofar
as it is implicitly concerned with material and processes
subject to obvious change- seems well placed to give
form to an ecological aesthetic. Landscape architecture
is not frozen music. The axiom of ecology, and something
now confirmed by the butterfly effect of chaos theory, is
that all things are interconnected. Therefore, every act,
every design, is significant (Weller, 2006).
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Ecological Art Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges the viewer to actively participate in their surroundings
Promotes ecological advocacy
Claims space within the landscape
Promotes philosophical concepts
Generates individual responses
Explores how humans and the landscape interact
Incorporates social, racial, and environmental justice
Reinforces national identity

Application
Art for Plants’ Sake explored how design could engage viewers with their
surroundings. This led to the concept of immersive installations to challenge
user interaction with the space. Plant selection was also identified as a
critical component to be incorporated into each installation.
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Small Urban Plazas
Urban design is the process of improving function and
creating places where life thrives in the urban context.
Public spaces and plazas provide an opportunity to
engage with the community and provide a connection
to the natural world within the urban environment.
Urban plazas are unique because they often focus
predominantly on their street appeal and community use.
But they must also represent the context that they occur
in. They must be realistic, and appeal to a number of
outside constraints. Plazas are not fixed, they should be
adaptable to the desires of the community and reflect
change in their appearance.
The beauty of urban plazas is that have the opportunity
to bring people together and express the culture of the
community visually. Charles Waldheim,describes the
potential of landscape as the “medium through which
the contemporary city might be apprehended and
intervened upon,” (Waldheim, 2006). Landscape and
its design are operational – they have the ability to
perform, in an intentional manner, through a dynamic
rather than prescriptive design process (North, 2012).
Landscape architects are informed by the community, to
create infrastructure that serves the public however, this
process is only successful when it responds to the needs
of the community. Renovating underperforming public
spaces has sought to transform infrastructure from sterile
single function amenity, into a cultural asset. Infrastructure
had transformed from invisible systems into spaces that
express community character as part of the public realm
(D’Hooghe 2011). Public spaces are critically important,
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and historically communities relied on existing forests
and grasslands, cultivated into farms and rangeland.
“Within the context of expanding urbanity, these vital
green elements necessitate planned and designed
insertions into cities, as large regional parks and smaller
community open spaces, which continue to effect
health and viability for the communities, although often
with a limited functional operation,” (North, 2012). The
communities that are represented through urban plazas,
cannot be studied or understood without reference to
the space they occupy, understanding the importance
of community observation highlights the allocation
of recreational and civic space, street design, and
community services (McKenzie 2004). The ability to
understand the residents of a community and, therefore
its context, relies on social interactions that communicate
the values a community embodies. Cultural values refer
to the “shared meanings associated with people’s lives,
environments, and actions that draw upon cultural
affiliation and living together” (Low, 2005). If the cultural
values are appropriately identified, designers have the
ability to create spaces that are culturally sustainable.
Social sustainability is a term that “combines the design
of the physical realm with design of the social world
including infrastructure to support social and cultural
life” (Woodcraft et al., 2011). In this context social
sustainability is tied to the sustainability of any public
spaces or plazas, where its legacy lasts only as long as
users actively utilize the space.
An appeal for community members to use their public

spaces comes from the idea that their community and
ecological context are represented, creating a unique
place with local character. Victoria Square in Montreal,
Canada has gone through many iterations and contains
a rich history. When “faced with such a loaded site, the
design team decided to find inspiration in each of the
periods that has marked it to compose a contemporary
public space that resonates with the collective memory,”
(Lam, 2005). This design speaks to the many users who
have seen the site evolve, and include those memories
into the future of the plaza. “Designed landscapes
need to be constructed human experiences as much
as ecosystems. They need to move citizens to action”
(Meyer, 2008). Without this collective memory, the
park would be a simply a piece of new construction with
little connection to its surroundings and no community
to support it. A benefit of locally-focused design is that
landscape architects have the opportunity to illuminate
the details of a community that may be overlooked
when design shifts to the city scale. When the function
of the site is maintained, the landscape structure is given
visibility and prominence. While socially, the landscape
promotes a sense of place that speaks to the site’s
unique features and history (Horwitz, et al. 2001).
Marvin Gaye Park, in Washington, DC is located in a
community along the Watts Branch Stream which had
been neglected and channelized, creating a polluted
waterway. Rather than ignore the stream, and designers
elected to remove concrete walls, restore the historical
flood plain, and bring the stream back to the community
as an asset (Rosenberg, 2015). By seeking out and

highlighting the natural features of the park, the sites
social and ecological performance were enhanced.
Multi-functionality in urban spaces is an important
component of landscape performance as increased
concentrations of users place more pressure on
urban park. Sites can operate at the landscape scale
including upward and downward linkages between
neighborhood, district, and region (Selman 2009). For
example, a site may collect runoff during 2-year rain
events, but it may become a conduit during 100-year
events. Multi-functionality allows for a large range of
interpretations including multiple ecosystem services,
or a mix of ecological, economic and social functions.
Functions can be separated by ‘spatial stacking’ of
different uses in the same location, or ‘time shifting’,
using different times to organize uses (Ahern 2013).
“Functions are multiplied and enhanced significantly
when the natural environment is planned and managed
as an integrated whole; a managed network of green
spaces, habitats and places providing benefits which
exceed the sum of the individual parts. It is this concept of
connectivity and multi-functionality which makes the GI
approach such an important part of landscape planning
and management (Landscape Institute, 2009). Over a
larger context, creating more small scale multi-functional
spaces will contribute to larger network, able to support
individual public spaces. Multi-functionality is generally
desirable, as it encourages efficient use of land, delivers
wider public benefit and builds partnerships of user
groups, leading to better stewardship (North West
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Small Urban Plazas
Green Infrastructure Think Tank, 2008). In urban contexts,
where multiple users are sharing spaces more often, it is
critical to develop the stewardship for the protection and
longevity of landscapes as amenities (Jacobs, 1961).
While it is important for designers to identify the context
and community of urban spaces, it is important to
recognize that cities a constantly changing entities, and
demographics and communities change over time,
making it necessary for plazas to change with them. The
operative landscape approach accepts and incorporates
change over time to reduce the need for continual
material and maintenance inputs, while maintaining an
active project agenda. Community landscapes are most
effectively designed as operative landscapes: able to be
continually remodeled to foster resilient urban ecologies,
to suit relevant community needs, and to further the notion
that urban open space is an ideal medium for positive
environmental and community transformation (North,
2012). The adjustments in social context are necessary
to recognize in plaza design and renovation. “In
Montréal, Canada, in the late eighties, the Portuguese
Plaza was designed to commemorate and mirror the
character of a local neighborhood. Today, virtually all
Portuguese residents have relocated, leaving this very
specific cultural space as a strange relic that in no way
answers the contextual uses of current residents,” (Prost,
2011). Change may also be instigated by user groups
to adapt public spaces to changes in the surrounding
context, or addressing amenities that have gone
overlooked. In Liverpool a project entitled Public Loitering
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Area, aimed at adding seating to underused spaces,
creating a singular, activating action. The project
offered local residents the opportunity to participate
in their surroundings by placing bench on a particular
site or proposing an alternate location (Prost, 2011).
Infrastructure is equally important as the urban footprint
expands. Changing watersheds, fragmenting natural
spaces, and changes within micro climates all have an
effect on an open space’s performance. Infrastructure
landscapes give civic meaning to what was consigned
to a separated, largely invisible functional realm, and
highlight the expressive capacity of infrastructural
systems to foreground the interrelationship between
natural systems and everyday urban life (Rosenberg,
2015).

Small Urban Plaza Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflects community character
Contains flexible spaces
Highlights existing infrastructure
Expresses community character
Creates a cultural asset
Effects the health of the community

Application
Small urban plazas require flexible spaces can impact the health and
identity of the surrounding community. It was important to create a design
that could facilitate a variety of gatherings without being over prescriptive.
Also, existing infrastructure should be exposed to fully illustrate the role it
plays within a site.
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Arid Plant Adaptations
All organisms engage with other species through
numerous interactions to create the foundation of the
ecosystem they inhabit. These interactions occur both
in direct and indirect ways resulting in a complex web
of interactions (Paine, 1966). These interactions are the
drivers for the evolutionary process and the pressures of
inter and intra species competition increase the ability
for an organism’s survival. The most widely studied plantplant interactions are competition, a type of negative
interaction, and facilitation, a type of positive interaction.
Both of these interactions have been identified as catalysts
in arid and semiarid vegetation structure (Ab El-Ghani,
2017). The survival strategies of desert plants are widely
varied but can be broadly summarized into the following
categories: 1. Drought-escaping-plants have a short life
cycle linked to favorable conditions. 2. Drought-evadingplants economize limited soil moisture, or limit growth to
reduce water demand. 3. Drought-enduring-plants that
are drought -deciduous, dropping leaves during the dry
season. 4. Drought-resistant-a perennial plant maintains
year-round activity, despite low soil moisture (Kearney
and Shantz 1911; Shantz 1927). Desert plants may rely
on one of these strategies or a combination of several
to adapt to their ecological niche and environmental
constraints.
Many warm desert soils are composed of sand or sand
and gravel, this composition has very low water capacity
and dries relatively rapidly (Fuller 1974; Evenari 1985).
Advantageous root strategies evolved in response
to desert soil composition and are common in desert
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plants. Water-limiting conditions select for root traits
that increase water uptake from deeper, more reliable
water sources (Schenk & Jackson 2002; Tomlinson
et al. 2012). The desert ecosystem typically provides
conditions limiting the amount of plant cover present,
resulting in plants with greater spacing. More soil area
is available to plants spaced further apart, and results
in a more extensive horizontal root system. Root systems
also become larger with increased aridity, compared to
similar plants in humid areas, and the ratio of shoot mass
to root mass decreases (Brown, 1974). The structure
of soil conditions, either clay, sand or rocky soils, also
select for the root structure of desert plants. Horizontal
root structure is found in soils with low percolation
such as clays that limit the amount of water to a small
depth near the surface. Vertical root structure is found
amongst desert plants the grow in sandy or rocky soils
(Zweifel, 1974). The Mohave Desert is comprised of
many small woody shrub communities comprised of
several families. Many shrubs appear to preferably
select for some species directly adjacent to the founder
plant, while negatively selecting against other species.
This spacing may be due to differential compatibility
of root systems, which promotes the longevity of shrub
diversity in desert communities (Cody, 1986). The root
structure of Larrea tridentata was found to develop in
response to the presence of surrounding shrubs. The
result of the interactions shifts the root system away from
neighboring shrubs and benefits the water available by
limiting competition. Only when the plant is surrounded
does overlap and competition occur. This variability in

root response may help to reduce competition, but may
cost the plant physiologically, reducing performance
(Brisson, 1994). Competition from predators also
select for root structure, with the example of the Dorcas
Gazelle (Gazella dorcas) and the Madonna Lily
(Pancratium sickenbergeri) the gazelle dig holes to
expose and consume the root of the madonna lily. This
pressure selects for deeper root systems that expose less
of the plant structure to herbivores, and increases the
chance of survivability (Ward and Saltz 1994). Root
structure can also be an opportunity for mutualisms, with
many leguminous trees in the Sonoran Desert. Prosopis,
Acacia, Olneya, and Psorothamnus, all utilize deep tap
roots and host nitrogen-fixing bacteria within nodules
formed along the root structure (Nilsen et al., 1991).
The plants benefit from additional nitrogen provided by
the bacteria, while the bacteria receive water from the
roots.
Above ground plant structures including the stems
and leaves have also evolved to the benefit of arid
adapted plants, aiding the protection from moisture
loss, heat gain, and predation. Stem adaptations can
minimize the risk of inadequate water supply to the
plant (Ackerly, 2004), and leaf traits limit the amount of
water lost through transpiration (Sterk et al. 2011). Stem
function can also aid in the amount of heat absorbed
depending on the species of tree, which enhances the
presence of arthropods, to aid in pest reduction. Some
African trees have highly insulated bark that reduces
heat gain on trunks exposed to the sun. Other species,

without insulated trunks, maintain trunk temperature
through protection provided by the canopy of the tree
(Cloudsley-Thompson, 1996). Both strategies maintain
an optimum environment for arthropod survival and
reduce pest populations. Leaf structure of arid species
has adapted as a structure to reduce moisture loss
through multiple strategies. Two common leaf strategies
occur in arid adapted plants. Evergreen plants maintain
their canopy throughout the year and lower the level of
activity as moisture is reduced, and deciduous plants
are able to drop their leaves in dry seasons to reduce
moisture loss (Tomlinson, 2013).
Leaves play a critical role in food production and water
loss (Westoby et al. 2002) , and arid environments
place additional stress on these structures. Arid leaf
adaptations fall into two general categories, evergreen
plants that support lower photosynthesis rates during
drought periods, and deciduous plants that drop their
leaves during drought periods (Tomlinson, 2013).
Drought deciduous survival strategies vary based on
plant structure, some plants become partly drought
deciduous while others die back completely. Perennial
plants such as Scorzonera papposa (Asteracea) uses
winter rains to develop leaves and flowers. After this
period the plant goes to seed and becomes dormant
for the rest of the year regardless of water availability
(Gutterman, 2002). Evergreen plants must retain traits
that allow them to continue to be active at low water
potentials, including stem adaptations that promote
xylem transportation using small vessels and high stem
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Arid Plant Adaptations
densities, and leaf adaptations like small size, small area,
and low transpiration rates (Ackerly, 2004). Leaves of
evergreen plants require highly specialized adaptations
to survive the driest part of the year. Survival strategies
include thick,waxy cuticles and stomata depressed into
the leaf surface to reduce the amount of moisture loss
from the leaf surface (Cloudsley-Thompson, 1996). The
pads of cactus are oriented in north-south orientation,
which provides warmth in the early part of the day,
and at midday receives low amounts of solar heating
protecting the plant during the hottest part of the day
(Gibson, 1996). The adaptations of Cactaceae are not
unique, and convergent evolution is evident between old
worldWW and new world species. Euphorbiaceae has
similarly developed succulent stems with leaves or spines
to protect from predation, reducing surface for water
storage, and adaptations to dissipate heat gain (Niklas
1992). Arid-adaptations are not always the most cost
effective strategies for plants, but the benefits involved
with the evolution of structures, for example the evolution
of leaves into thorns and spines increases the plant’s
survivability enough to outweigh the risks (CloudsleyThompson, 1996). Crypsis is another method of defense
for succulents without thorns, like Crassula alpestris from
South Africa, and Pediocactus sileri from North America
both trap sand and debris to make them blend into their
surroundings (Wiens 1982). Evolutionary pressures have
even influenced the phenotypic traits of Conophytum and
Lithops spp.to the degree that they have duplicated the
shape, size, colour, texture and fracture lines of the soil
substrate they live in (Walter and Stadelmann 1974).
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The life strategies of arid-plants have unique selections
for community structure and reproduction to take
advantage of limited resources. A common structure
of desert communities is the low density of vegetation,
leaving the bare ground largely exposed. Deserts
with constant rainfall distribution, temperatures, soil
composition, plant forms, and lack of human activity will
retain a relatively even vegetative distribution (Brown
and Barger, 1974). The presence of topographic
changes even minute one to the degree of depressions
can make a difference in plant distribution and
survival. Solanum elaeagnifolium was studied in small
depressions along the Santa Cruz River in Arizona.
The depressions retain moisture longer, and Solanum
elaeagnifolium are found in the center and edges of the
depression. Plant size decreases from approximately
60 cm to 1 cm in height as their position is closer to the
edge of the depression, but are not abundant outside
the depression (Brown and Barger, 1974). Larger
dominant desert plans, are uniformly spaced, while
smaller species may be clumped together. Some plants
make associations between adult and juvenile species
known as nurse plants. An example of the cholla cacti
(Opuntia spp.) is associated with the perennial grass
Hilaria rigida. But, as the cholla grows the nurse plants
are often eliminated by the adult plant (Cody 1993).
Reproduction in deserts is challenging because limited
resources and plant distribution. Colchicum tunicatum
Feinbrun accomplishes reproduction by synchronizing
flowering through a combination of day length and

temperature. The plants flower at the end of summer,
before rains develop, and grow leaves after winter rains
come (Gutterman, 2002). The saguaro (Carnegiea
gigantea) is a long-lived plant in North America that
reaches maturity anywhere from 52 to 106 years of age
(Drezner 2008). Saguaros fruit annually, producing
about 400,000 seeds. Given the density of mature
plants in the Saguaro National Monument in Tucson,
AZ, some 40-60 million seeds are produced each year
(Steenbergh and Lowe, 1977). By maturing before
reproducing the saguaro is able to invest relatively
low energy to produce a large number of seeds,
and its growth rate allows it to be stable over a long
period of time. Plants have evolved to use herbivores
to their advantage,and plant–animal interactions such
as pollination and seed dispersal also contribute to
distribution of desert plants, such as Cactaceae species
(Ghani et al. 2017). Pollination is aided by moths and
bats at night for less moisture loss, and species have
evolved together. The flowers are often visible in poor
light and reflect ultraviolet light. Flowers evolved for bat
pollination are bell-shaped or vase-shaped. These
flowers produce a musty smell and large amounts
of nectar and pollen (Cloudsley-Thompson, 1996).
Combinations of any of these adaptations enhance
desert plants ability to survive in harsh environments
and conserve water while reducing the amount of heat
gained.
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Literature Review Summary

Arid Plant Adaptation Takeaways
•
•
•
•

Drought escaping plants utilize short life cycles
Drought evading plants economize moisture or reduce growth
Drought enduring plants enter dormancy through the dry season
Drought resistant plants maintain year round activity

Application
The variety of adaptations arid plants have developed is too great a subject
to be fully illustrated within this project. Only a small number of adaptations
will be highlighted, many of which are small and difficult to recognize. Art
for Plants’ Sake must balance accuracy with visual appeal bring attention
to each of the selected survival strategies.
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The information gathered from this literature review was invaluable in
assisting with the design process. Combining arid plant art within an urban
space required a delicate balance between promoting the surrounding
environment while providing a flexible space the community could claim
for a variety of uses.
This review brought special attention to creating a space that challenged
the viewer to stop and reflect on details of their surroundings that are often
overlooked. Attention to detail was reiterated in the urban context by
highlighting infrastructure and integrating existing structural details into the
design.
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Case
Reviews
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The following six case reviews provided examples of completed works within urban areas, and
guidance in the design process. Three case reviews focused on the connection between wild
ecologies within an urban context, and how these communities interact with one another. While three
others explored the use of sculptural elements and how their presence impacted their surroundings.
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DERBORENCE ISLAND, PARC HENRI MATISSE
LOCATION
LILLE, HAUTS-DE-FRANCE, FRANCE

DESIGN TEAM
GILLES CLÉMENT

YEAR
1995

SIZE
0.62 ACRE

APPROACH
Ecological succession will occur naturally, over time without oversight. Ecological art does not need to provide visitor interaction.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The scale of the installation acts as a landmark drawing users into the park. The planting palette includes native and nonnative plants that are allowed to change over time as communities mature. The installation acts as a seed bank, and the future
generations of plants distributed from it will contribute to the health and stability of the urban environment.

SUMMARY
Derborence Island is a small installation within the context of a larger park. The design focuses on creating a space free from
human intervention where natural processes are allowed to occur without disturbance. The original concept included an
observation deck for visitors to observe community changes without interference, but the deck was never realized. Now the island
exists in complete isolation, and the only knowledge the community has about the interior comes from the tree tops visible above
the installation’s walls. It acts as a refuge, protecting plants that cannot tolerate disturbance, and as a seed bank for native and
foreign plant material alike. The plants that successfully colonize the island will contribute their genetic lineage to the ecology of
the surrounding area.
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ALENE DUNLAP SMITH GARDEN
LOCATION
TUCSON, AZ

DESIGN TEAM
BARBARA GRYGUTIS

YEAR
1985

SIZE
0.1 ACRE

APPROACH
Low impact design and multiple installations create a recognizable pocket park in an urban context.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Color and discovery can be used to engage users and create a sense of discovery in the park. Native and arid adapted plants
at low densities create cover and comfort throughout the site.

SUMMARY
The Alene Dunlap Smith Garden is a small pocket park dedicated to the local neighborhood conservationist. The recognizable
blue ceramic elements are evenly disbursed across the site an achieve a unified concept across the site. The design focuses on
creating a space free from human intervention where natural processes are allowed to occur without disturbance. The original
concept included an observation deck for visitors to observe community changes without interference, but the deck was never
realized. Now the island exists in complete isolation, and the only knowledge the community has about the interior comes from
the tree tops visible above the installation’s walls. It acts as a refuge, protecting plants that cannot tolerate disturbance, and as a
seed bank for native and foreign plant material alike. The plants that successfully colonize the island will contribute their genetic
lineage to the ecology of the surrounding area.
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SMITHSON FLOATING ISLAND
LOCATION
NEW YORK, NY

DESIGN TEAM
BALMORI ASSOCIATES

YEAR
2005

SIZE
2,700 FT2

APPROACH
Nature is intrinsically linked to art. Plants become highly visible when viewed out of context.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
A barge on the Hudson River creates a frame that highlights the view of a small forest, visible to millions. Isolation, novelty, and
nostalgia are expressed through this installation supporting parks and wild places.

SUMMARY
Floating Island was intended as an homage to Central Park. The installation was never realized before artist Robert Smithson
passed away, and it provides an opportunity to view the park as a displaced structure, an artificial creation removed from its
natural context. The island was on view to millions of viewers over nine days, culminating in a formalized tree planting in Central
Park. This installation created a park that could not be touched or experienced, heightening its idealized state. The experience of
the park was limited to the viewer’s interpretation, drawing on memory and extrapolated sensory experiences. The visual stimuli of
the island moving along the Hudson and East Rivers captivated viewers and strengthens the concept of ecology as art.
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KIKUCHI POCKET PARK
LOCATION
KIKUCHI-CITY, KUMAMOTO, JAPAN

DESIGN TEAM
TAKAO SHIOTSUKA ATELIER

YEAR
2012

SIZE
2,940 FT²

APPROACH
Infrastructure should invigorate pedestrian movement by creating new networks.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Overlooked and underused spaces can enhance the surrounding community through bold, exciting construction that serves the
community.

SUMMARY
Site A is part of a network of three planned parks in the aging city of Kikuchi. The goal of the design seeks to layer a new
pedestrian pathway within the established network of pedestrian movement. In site A, visitors encounter three basins which invite
users to interact with and congregate near the water. This corner has been transformed into a community hub that provides seating
and cover. Kikuchi residents will encounter a new experience that sets their town apart. The juxtaposition of the installation with the
existing architecture of the town creates an experience wholly independent of previous use.
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CALIFORNIA SCENARIO
LOCATION
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA

DESIGN TEAM
ISAMU NOGUCHI

YEAR
1982

SIZE
1.6 ACRES

APPROACH
Sculpting the landscape by carving out areas for people to gather.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
A number of elements sharing a unified theme create a space for the public to gather and experience an outdoor sculpture park.

SUMMARY
California Scenario was conceived as a sculpture park accessible to the public, located at the base of glass office towers.
“Water Source,” “Water Use,” “The Desert Land,” “The Forest Walk,” “Land Use,” and “Energy Fountain,” are six individual
installations that abstract the diverse environments found within the California landscape. The six installations are abstractions and
provide ambiguity allowing the observer to create their own interpretation. Noguchi’s process as a sculptor was to examine the
site and draw out its fundamental identity. He repeated this process through his sculptures relying on the materials to influence his
process.
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KEIO UNIVERSITY ROOF GARDEN
LOCATION
TOKYO, JAPAN

DESIGN TEAM
MICHEL DESVIGNE, PAYSAGISTE

YEAR
2005

SIZE
6458 FT2

APPROACH
Nature, art, and human comfort can be merged through an artificially organized community.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Rigid framing creates an accessible presentation of unwieldy grasses within the limited space of a rooftop garden. The ground
plane is organized by varying planting bed sizes that recall a formalized natural interpretation.

SUMMARY
Keio University Roof Garden is an isolated rooftop park in the dense metropolis of Tokyo, Japan. The garden was conceived as
an interpretation of the concept “representations of nature” developed by Japanese sculptor Isamu Noguchi. Aerial photography
of a river structures the site and a gradient of solids and voids unifies the space. Paths are intentionally undefined, forcing visitors to
immerse themselves in the space and make their way across planted pavers with gaps of varying diameters. The garden is meant as
a respite for university students and an opportunity to be inspired by immersion in nature.
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Case Review Summary

The information gathered from this literature review was valuable in
assisting with the design process. Combining arid plant art within an urban
space required a delicate balance between promoting the surrounding
environment while providing a flexible space the community could claim
for a variety of uses.
This review brought special attention to creating a space that challenged
the viewer to stop and reflect on details of their surroundings that are often
overlooked. Attention to detail was reiterated in the urban context by
highlighting infrastructure and integrating existing structural details into the
design.
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Introduction

Site
Assessment

Site assessment synthesizes site inventory and site analysis to identify the opportunities and constraints
of the project site. The site was examined in increasingly finer detail to illustrate the environmental,
social, and aesthetic context of the site. Site Inventory began at the regional scale, then the finer
local scale, followed by a contextual analysis of the site. The end result identifies opportunities and
constraints of the site.

Regional
Scale

39

Local
Scale

Site
Inventory

Community
Character

Photographic
Inventory

Opportunities &
Constraints
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Regional Scale
The site is located within the Sonoran Desert, a semi-arid region with bi-seasonal
rainfall patterns. This region is recognized but the large columnar saguaro cactus,
Carnegiea gigantea, and leguminous trees. Heat and limited moisture constrain
the majority of the region to arid adapted plants, however isolated pockets of
riparian communities exist along perennial and temporarily inundated waterways.

n o ra n D e s e rt
So

Tucson is located in the Southwestern corner of Arizona, and is the second largest
city in the state. Tucson is known for its beautiful surroundings including Saguaro
National Park to the east and west of the city, and Coronado National Forest
to the Northwest. These protected areas surround the city and provide ample
access for Tucsonans to engage with their natural surroundings.

Coronado National Forest

Saguaro National Park West

Tucson is home to a number of local artisans and the University of Arizona,
Raytheon Missile Systems, and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base are the city’s largest
employers. The city is host to a number of events including the Tucson Rodeo, the
Tucson Gem and Mineral Show, and the All Souls Procession. The Downtown
area is currently undergoing a number of projects targeted at updating the area
and bringing more housing, entertainment and businesses all within walking
distance. The site is located just north of downtown and will be directly affected
by the increasing interest in downtown.
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T
Saguaro National Park East
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Tucson Mountain Park

San Xavier Reservation
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Speedway Blvd.

De Anza
Park

Local Scale
Catalina
Park

Dunbar Spring
Neighborhood

The site’s location along 4th Avenue, a popular pedestrian and streetcar route, links the U of A to
Downtown Tucson. It is also located within a network of active and organized neighborhood groups,
representing the culture and identity of the downtown community. There are a number of parks within
the surrounding area, but as a response to increasing density in the immediate area, this park fills a
distinct gap within the park network.

University Dr.

4th Ave.

West University
Neighborhood

Barrio Anita

The site is located near Roskruge K-8 and Tucson High School, providing an opportunity for student
groups to visit and engage with an educational park. The site also links Tucson High School to 4th
Avenue and creates additional access to the 4th Avenue District as well as the Sunlink Streetcar.

University of Arizona

6th St.

SIT E

Barrio Historico

Tucson
High School
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Roskruge K-8
School

West University Neighborhood

Wa
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6th St.

Santa Cruz River

Rincon Heights
Neighborhood

Downtown

To U of A
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Jacome
Plaza

Tucson High School

Chi
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Arroyo Chico
Greenway

Barrio Viejo
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Site
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Site Inventory

The 4th Avenue site inventory focused on different forms of circulation through the site. Vehicular
circulation dominates the area and boarders the site at 4th Avenue and 3rd Avenue, as well as bisects
the site at Hoff Avenue. The site is further disrupted north to south by the High School Wash which
daylights at the Northeast corner of the site and exits along the Western boundary. Pedestrian access
is limited to North and South travel along all roads and alleys, but access to the site is limited to entry
points off of each street, and is often prohibited by locked fences.
From the site pedestrian views are readily available from the Western boundary, and views of Tucson
High School’s football stadium, the Catalina, and Rincon Mountain ranges are visible from the Eastern
Boundary. An existing node currently anchors the Eastern edge at Malvern Plaza, with a stage
providing an opportunity for performances along 4th Avenue, unfortunately this area is often blocked
off to the public.

Site Boundary
High School Wash
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Pedestrian Circulation
Existing Node
Viewshed
0

50 ft.

N

3RD AVENUE

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

Traffic Circulation
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Photographic Inventory

The photographic inventory seeks to accurately represent the existing color, texture, and atmosphere
of 4th Avenue. The area combines new and historic architecture with sculpture and street art dispersed
along a popular food and entertainment district. 4th Avenue is home to many local artisans, chefs, and
bartenders highlight this unique Tucson area. Limited existing native plant life can be spotted along the
corridor in sparse street planters and within patios of businesses along the avenue.
These images represent the variety and excitement that can be found within the area. And as downtown
continues to grow and bring more residents to 4th avenue it will continue to evolve and develop as a
space that represents the whole of the Tucson community.
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Community Character

Opportunities & Constraints

4th Avenue is a nationally recognized 1/2 mile Historic District and is dedicated to remembering
Tucson’s past. This area was once residential before becoming a commercial district after it was linked
to downtown via underpass in 1916. Today 4th Avenue is home to 140 local businesses that represent
the flavors and culture of the Tucson area. The surrounding community converges on 4th Avenue for
multiple parades and events throughout the year, the largest of which is the biannual 4th Avenue Street
Fair which welcomes over half a million visitors annually. With the newly constructed Sunlink Streetcar,
the area is primed for expansion and development along 4th Avenue and downtown, linking these
vibrant areas with the University of Arizona, and Mercado District to the West.

140

0.5

Local Businesses

Historic Corridor
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Education
• High visibility due to event attendance
• Located near K-8 and High School
• Lack of arid adapted plant material

500,000+
Annual Street Fair
Visitors

16
Annual Parades and
Events

The site inventory helped to synthesize the character of the site, and provide a strategy to address the
project goals. In order to answer “ How can installation art promote botanical education to benefit
arid communities?”, the site’s functionality, and surrounding connections must address the following
topics:

Community Health
• Limited surrounding green space
• Availability of daylighted wash
• Limited plant material along 4th Avenue

Circulation

Streetcar access to University
and Downtown

• Limited pedestrian site access
• High School Wash fragments site
• Vehicular/Pedestrian interactions through center of site
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Introduction

Design
Application

In the first creative phase of the design process, information from the literature review and case reviews
were summarized to support the design through research. Site inventory and analysis were then
applied to the research and responded to the site conditions, leading to inspiration and application
in the concepting phase of the project.

Synthesis
Research

51

Application
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Design Program

Concept Development
Urban Pocket Park

How can installation art promote botanical education to benefit arid communities?

Goal

Objectives

Elements

Highlight adaptations
unique to arid adapted
plants

• Design 5 installation art
pieces that illustrate arid plant
survival strategies
• Use multi-sensory strategies to
engage users
• Educate users about desert
plant survival strategies

•
•
•
•
•

Enhance the ecological
context of a small urban
public space

Expand the design impact
beyond the site boundary
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• Create an urban plaza
design
• Incorporate an arid adapted
plant palette
• Enhance the site’s function as
a pedestrian linkage
• Incorporate street treatment to
draw users into the site
• Create an installation to
extend beyond the site
boundary

Sculpture
Benches
Bridges
Planting beds
Street treatment

• Native and arid adapted
plants
• Reduced impervious surfaces
• Enhanced wash interactions

•
•
•
•

Street treatments
Sculpture
Education
Plant colonization

Users

• General community
• Students
• Neighborhood residents

• General community
• Wildlife

• General community
• Civic leaders

01
02

The urban context of the park
provides an opportunity to
engage users in a variety of
experiences. Vendors selling
food, flexible seating, and
open lawns seek to bring
users in to activate the space.

Native Planting
Screen
Vendor

Promenade
Native Planting
Pathways
Wash Seating

Vendor
Bridge
Gathering Space
Stage

Wild Patch

Finding a balance between
urban and natural spaces
can require fewer human
interactions. This concept
concentrates activity in the
urban portion and focuses on
habitat creation in the natural
portion

Vendor

Allee
Urban Portion

Native Planting
Pathways
Wash Seating

Natural Portion

Bridge
Gathering Space
Stage

Natural Order

03

To encourage understanding
of arid adapted plant
commuintires a series of
planters will frame the
plantings and surround users
with natural beauty using
defined urban lines

Native Planting
Pathways

Bridge
Gathering Space
Stage
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Preliminary Plan
9
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The preliminary plan draws on the preceding three concept plans while incorporating more specifics
in the layout of the art installations. Feedback from the concepting phase highlighted the need for
simplicity in design, and prioritization of the space as a corridor rather than a gathering space.

11

10

The concept highlights the art installations and uses them to organize the layout of the space. The
installations are immersive, requiring visitors to move through the art pieces as they navigate the park.
Repetition throughout the space creates cohesion, and serves as a wayfinding tool for pedestrians,
while numerous textures create interest and rhythm through the space.
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4th Avenue Entry
CAM Installation (Bridge)
Riparian Rock Garden
Event Stage
Spine Planting Display
Plant Distribution Installation
Nurse Plant Allee
Drought Deciduous Ground Treatment
Spine Installation
10 Drought Deciduous Planting Display
11 3rd Avenue Entry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

HOFF AVENUE

3

3RD AVENUE

5

N
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25’
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Final Plan
3
h
Hig

The final park design addresses the opportunities and constraints of the site, prioritizing education,
providing accessible green space, and creating a linear corridor through the site. Educational art
installations draw users in at all entry points through the use of ground treatments, and sculptural
elements along the 4th Avenue boundary draw users from high traffic areas. Green space is provided
throughout the space, in both defined planting displays and immersive plantings allow visitors to pass
through. The linear corridor is completed by a bridge crossing on the East end of the site, crossing
over High School Wash, and creating a linkage from Tucson High School to the 4th Avenue District.
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The site reflects the surrounding character through its use of art, and abundance of arid adapted
plantings. The CAM installation highlights the event stage that will provide an opportunity for the
surrounding community to share and enjoy the space as a group. Benches and installations throughout
the park provide areas to gather and rest in smaller groups and utilize the space at multiple scales.
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HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

8

Drought Deciduous Ground Treatment
CAM Installation (Bridge)
Spine Installation and Planting Display
CAM Planting Display
Event Stage
Plant Distribution Installation
Nurse Plant Allee
Nurse Plant Sculpture
Drought Deciduous Planting Display
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Planting Communities

SPINE DISPLAY

Prickly Pear (Opuntia engelmanii) and Teddy Bear Cholla (Cylindropuntia bigelovii)

CAM DISPLAY

Hop Bush (Dodonea viscosa) and Giant Hesperaloe (Hesperaloe funifera)

NURSE PLANT ASSOCIATION

Palo Verde (Parkinsonia microphylla) and Saguaro (Carnegiea gigantea)

PLANT DISTRIBUTION Triangle-leaf Bursage (Ambrosia deltoidea) and Brittle bush (Encelia farinosa)
DROUGHT DECIDUOUSNESS

Limberbush (Jatropha cardiophylla) and Ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens)

N
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0

3RD AVENUE

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

The site is organized by planting communities which provide examples of arid-adapted plants that
have evolved to thrive in Tucson’s climate. The entry along 4th Avenue highlights spine evolution
with examples of cactus and agaves that epitomize a popular desert defense. The facing display
showcases Crassulacean Acid Metabolism (CAM) plants, that use a nocturnal photosynthetic
adaptation to create food while conserving water. As visitors move east through the site they will
engage with the plant distribution display, highlighting the abundance of space between desert plants
that visitors must navigate through, and the nurse plant allee that forms a connection across Hoff
Avenue, showcasing the protection larger desert plants can provide for younger plants. Finally the
Western drought deciduous display illustrates the dramatic affect water has on the appearance and
growth of some desert plants.

25’
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Planting Communities
Drought Deciduousness

Prosopis pubescens
Screwbean Mesquite

One of the plant communities represented in the plan is the drought deciduousness display. Some
plants like Limberbush (Jatropha cardiophylla) and Ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens) are completely
drought deciduous which means they drop all of their leaves during times of drought to prevent moisture
loss. Other plants like Brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), Triangle-leaf Bursage (Ambrosia deltoidea), and
Flattop Buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum) are facultatively drought deciduous, dropping some
leaves to lower their metabolic rate during times of drought. When rain returns, these plants will burst
into life, producing leaves and growing during to take advantage of available water before the next
dry period begins.

Prosopis velutina
Velvet Mesquite
Jatropha cardiophylla
Limberbush

Eriogonum fasciculatum
Flat-top Buckwheat
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Fouquieria splendens
Ocotillo

Celtis pallida
Desert Hackberry

Encelia farinosa
Brittlebush

Ambrosia deltoidea
Triangle-leaf Bursage
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Educational Concepts

Installation Criteria

Arid adaptations were selected to teach the Tucson community about the importance of plant selection
on the health of the surrounding environment. Several diverse adaptations were selected to highlight
the range of strategies plants have developed to survive harsh desert conditions. Visible adaptations
like spines and drought deciduousness were selected for their ability to be easily distinguished. The
CAM photosynthetic process was selected to highlight physiological adaptations that are invisible to
the human eye. Plant distribution was also selected because of its difficulty to distinguish at the small
scale, but is easy to recognize from above. Finally nurse plants were selected to promote the idea
that plants can assist in the success and maturation of other plants, showing the cascading effect of
selecting plants appropriately adapted to the climate.

Four criteria were selected to ensure the effectiveness of each arid adaptation installation. Through
development, it was necessary to find a balance between communication, accuracy, and engagement
to convey a meaningful message to connect with visitors. Engagement and functionality were selected
because of their ability to spark the visitors’ curiosity and question the purpose of the installation.
Illustrative and educational components were developed to convey the message clearly in a way that
people could easily understand to take with them after visiting the park.

ENGAGING
Each installation must contain a moment of
awe. For example, sensory strategies may
tempt users to visit the park to interact with the
piece.

EDUCATIONAL
SPINE
DISPLAY
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CAM
DISPLAY

PLANT
DISTRIBUTION

NURSE PLANT
ASSOCIATION

DROUGHT
DECIDUOUSNESS

Beyond the basic understanding of novel
adaptations, each installation will incorporate
a detailed description of the survival strategy.
This will encourage an academic use of the
space.

ILLUSTRATIVE
All installations will explain a desert
adaption survival strategy. Verbal or written
communication are not required for this goal.
Highlighting various adaptations promote the
use of arid adapted plants.

FUNCTIONAL
Each installation must perform a function
beyond artistry within the landscape. Art that
provides services promotes the subject matter
and public art.
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3RD AVENUE

A

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

Spine Display

Located at the park entry along 4th Avenue, the spine installation seeks to surprise visitors and draw them into the park. The spines
are an oversized abstraction of those found on the Saguaro cactus, (Carnegiea gigantea), mimicking the spacing across the
facade of North wall. The size, repetition, and number of spines has visual impact designed to encourage engagement or a photo
opportunity.

Perspective A. Just off 4th Avenue, visitors engage with the first installation. They have the opportunity to learn about this defensive
strategy, or enjoy the visual display as they pass through the corridor.
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Installation Details

Education

Assembly

The spine installation was inspired by the spines of the Saguaro cactus (Carnegiea gigantea), the icon
of the Sonoran Desert. In reality the spine is much more complex, but the alignment of the spines and
the large and small components add detail and depth to each piece. The spines will be constructed
from powder coated aluminum to allow for light construction that can be easily mounted.

Small Spine

Large Spine

1’- 0” Length
1/2” Diameter

1’- 8” Length
4” Diameter

Solar Study

A solar study was also performed to highlight the functional aspect of the spines. During certain times
of the year, the spines each individual spine will produce shade along the building facade, protecting
the structure from solar gain, and reducing the interior temperature.

Interpretative signage will be available throughout the park to give visitors more information about
each adaptation. Some aspects of the installation will be explained to highlight the layers of
information in each artwork, like the pattern displayed on the spines, and provide connections
between the art and the plantings used in the surrounding landscape.
September 1st
10:00 AM
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September 1st
12:30 PM

September 1st
3:00 PM
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B

3RD AVENUE

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

CAM Display

A-A

Across from the spine installation along the 4th Avenue entry, the CAM installation greets visitors in the form of a bridge and a
planting display along the South wall. The bridge extends across the High School Wash allowing more visitors to gain entry to the
park. A second bridge on the East side of Hoff Avenue completes the park as a linear corridor and provides access to 3rd Avenue
and Tucson High School.

Perspective B. At night the CAM installation erupts into a display of light and mist, creating an other worldly experience park visitors
are sure to remember.
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Installation Detail

Education

Section A-A. The entry bridge not only provides access to the park, and nighttime illumination, it also serves as place for the
audience to gather and enjoy performances on the community stage. The bridge did result in a portion of the wash being covered,
but the resulting site benefitted from increased functionality.

N
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The green light and mist speak directly to the process of photosynthesis CAM plants utilize. Without
the above interpretive signage however, visitors may not identify the pattern of stomates on the
bridge, providing the access point for water and light to be transported on top of the bridge.
Connections to CAM plants are also provided to create connections to the vegetation.

10’
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Education

3RD AVENUE

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

Plant Distribution

C

As visitors make their way past the CAM installation through the park, they must navigate a series of undefined paths to reach
Hoff Avenue. Multiple planting beds line the paths, illustrating the distance found between arid plants across the landscape. This
adaptation is subtly viewed from the ground plane, but the defined boarders of the planting beds highlight this trait.
The plant distribution installation is unique out of the five pieces in this park because it relies on the
plants themselves to describe the adaptation. The installation challenges the viewer and provides
the opportunity to make their own way through the park.
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Perspective C. As visitors approach
the crossing at Hoff Avenue, they
must make their way through a
series of planting beds creating a
unique experience for each user.
The planting beds also frame small
grouping of plants, bringing greater
attention to the plant species on
display.
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Nurse Plant Association

Installation Detail

The nurse plant installation can be found framing either side of Hoff Avenue. The planting display creates an allee that leads visitors
to one of two nurse plant sculptures. The sculptures not only function as nurse plants, but provide visual cues for drivers

3RD AVENUE

B-B

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

D

Section B-B. The nurse plant sculptures anchor the nurse planting display on either side of Hoff Avenue. The installations also create
wayfinding tools for pedestrians crossing the avenue and heighten drivers’ attention to pedestrian activity in the area.

0
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200’
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Education

The relationships between desert plants is often detailed and complex. The nurse plant relationship
is known as an ecological facilitation because it provides shelter for young plants without negative
affect to the larger plant for many years.

Perspective D. The sculptural elements highlight the entry point for the nurse plant allee and the numerous examples of ecological
facilitation among arid plants.
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E

3RD AVENUE

HOFF AVENUE

4TH AVENUE

Drought Deciduousness

The drought deciduous installation frames each entry point to the park. Along the East and West boundary, these sidewalk treatments
function to attract pedestrians. Along Hoff Avenue, this street treatment functions as a crosswalk.

Perspective E. The street treatment of Hoff Avenue works in concert with the nurse plant sculptures to create a pedestrian-friendly
shared street.
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Installation Detail

Education

The drought deciduous pavement treatment is permanently visible, acting as a crosswalk for pedestrians
crossing Hoff Avenue. This street treatment also functions as a dynamic rain gauge, revealing leaves
during rain events in the same way the ocotillo behaves after rain events. The hydrophobic paint used
to produce this effect works by repelling water off the painted surface, then the rain is absorbed and
darkens the surrounding pavement.

Small Spine

Dry
Pavement Treatment

83

Saturated
Pavement Treatment

The desert lacks a distinct change in seasons, however, it also has its own subtle changes like the
adaptation of drought deciduous plants. Education related to even the small changes in plants can
have an impact on interest and support of arid adapted plants.
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Conclusion
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This project’s goal was to create an educational opportunity for the residents of Tucson encouraging
responsible development. Through demonstrations in planting displays and unique artistic
interpretations, Art for Plants’ Sake, seeks to excite and encourage responsible plant choices
adapted to the Sonoran Desert. The environment of the Sonoran Desert is unique and this desert’s rich
species diversity is something to be promoted throughout the community. Small decisions like plant
selection may not appear to affect change on the small scale, but when viewed on the city scale,
across thousands of residents, plant selection can impact the surrounding environment and provide
opportunity for ecological health and stability despite continued urban expansion. Education is the
key to creating a symbiotic relationship between Tucson and its natural resources, providing a healthy
thriving environment within the city limits and beyond.
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